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PREFACE

There has been a rea].isation that mere provision of
public utility systems such as handpumps and the like, per
Se. would not ensure optimum utilisation of such facilities.
Aa a coraLLory, it is also found that community involvement
and participation in protecting such Vital facilities is of
paramount importance, indicating the need for incorporating
this component in these programmes. An important effort on
these lines is the programmeof women handpumpcaretakers.
UrLder th.is scheme, rural women volunteer to work as care-
takers of handç~rnpsinstalled in their respective villages.
These women are trained accordingly. Their responsibilities
include ensuring proper t~eof the facility by people, regu—
la.r maintenance of the system and, important, educating usera
and the community to participate in the programmejunderthe ~ *

aegis of Danish International Development Agency (DAL~IDA) by
Public Health k~ngineeringDepartment (P1W!)) of the Government
of Karnataka.

I~ the body of this report, we present the findings
of a study of the effectiveness of women handpumpcaretakers
programs in Bagepalli Taluk of Kol.ar District. The results
arid conclusions drawn are based on the author s field visits
in the area and discussions with the caretakers and community
membersas also talks with officials administering the prog—
rame.

The author is grateful to the caretakers and the users.
the major respondents, who aired their views with the author
in a frank manner. The author would like to thank ~r. Finn

Hessa~Krog. Advisor-Tr~inirig and Monitoring DANIDA for his
discussions with her. Mr. C Ramannawho accompanied the
author during the field work, was quite helpful. Timely
and able support of computational, assistants during data
processing work is thankfully ackeowledged.

It is hoped that the findings and conclusions drawn
thereof would provide an idea of the progr~me’s current
state as also assist in future actions cont~~plated.

SHAMALA DEVI.L.N



SUMMARY AND COt~LUSIONS

1. At the outset, our study has shown that the caretakers

are carrying on their work quite efficiently though certain

problems are encountered. However, these problems mostly

emanate out of inadequacies at the levei ~f project planning

and formulation which have reflected at the operational Level.

Efforts appear to be lacking at the conception of the prog—

- - ramme in identifyiacj critical socio—ecc.io~ui.cand cui.tura.1.

determinants influencing active community involvement and

participation. This lacuna has constricted the scope of

incorporating such factors at the implementational levels.

Specifically, the programmehas not made sufficient efforts

to include and integrate the ‘community’ at these levels

effectively, leading to non—recognition and non—acceptance

of the performing caretaker by the people.

2. The caretakers, it was found, have been very effect-

ive c~nunicators with regard to maintaining the cleanliness

of the h~andpumpand its surroundings and smooth handling of

the instrument. To this extent, the programme of caretakers~

training has been quite successful.

3. The programme has not made special efforts to involve

the community in the total conduct of the programme. Thus,

people’s participation and a sense of belonging needs to be

created with regard to the handpu.mp and its maintenance.

4 • An important finding of our study is that the care-

takers do not have specific problems emanating out of their
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being women, in discharging their responsibilities of care—

taking the handpump. However, the problems of caretakers

are ma.tnly related to involve the users and people in actual

maintenanceof the facility. The people’s non—cooperationin

this regard has resulted in some dissatisfaction among care-

takers and has also affected proper maintenance of some of

the handpumps.

5. Our study has also revealed that caretakers utterly

lack support from users, people and even the departmental

of ficials. As isolated workers in the cozwnuaity. they are

put to a good amount of hardships while confronting people

and users to prevent misuse of handpumpand protect it.

This has also reflected in their job performance and satis-

faction

6. It is, however.- interesting to note that inspite of

such hardships and other problems faced, the caretakers

expressed their willingness to continue on this job as they

feel that they are happy to do this service to the people.

7. The two day training programme has been quite effect-

ive in making the trainees understand the programme components

and the job expectation of the caretaker. An overwhelming

majority of the caretakers interviewed were able to report

fluently the topics dealt in the training programme.

8. Our Btudy has sho~a~that within the duration of a year

after receiving training, the careta~rs have been able to

create awareness among the people arid users effectively.
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However, with enough additional inputs, the programme efficacy

could be increased.

9. An overwhelming majority of the caretakers meet the

users on a daily basis as they themselves are regular users

of the facility and take this opportunity of discussing with

people and educatir~j them on proper use and caring of the

facility.

q 10. The important factors contributing to the success of

the programme appears to be support from village leaders!

elders and people’s active cooperation in the maintenance

of the pump and homogenous characteristics of the population.

among others.

11. both caretakers and people at large felt that women

are more suitable vLs—a—vis men for the job of caretaker of

handpump and gave various reasons in support of their views.

12 • The community participation in the programme appears

to be ab~y~nal.The major reasons for such a situation are

programme’s inability to incorporate people in the caretaking

tasks without emphasis on this aspect at the planning and

operational levels, the general psyche of the people in con—

sideririg the facility as a public property to be cared by the

department and not people, and the all pervading carelessness

and lack of awareness of hygiene and the ro.~aof clean water

in arresting infectious diseases.
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13. ~roblema of maintenance of cleanliness around the pump

were reported which were due to improper locations and lack of

efforts on the part of the department to plan beforehand to

combat or circumvent such con~traints. Compost pits tradition-

ally used for generations by the people were found enveloping

the handpump iii some villages of our visit. The department in

this respect has not taken steps to initiate remedial measures.

14. There appears to be an absence of regular functional

link between any level of the department and the caretakers.

It is learnt that even the mobile team which visit the village

to attend to repairs do not consider the caretaker as a part

of the team in maintaining the handpump. Further, there

appears to be an urgent need to follow the caretakers work

by the department on a regular 4 to keep a tab on their

performance as also attend to any difficulty encountered,

such as repilaishing the kit provided to caretaker, providing

adthc.ional items such as grease/oil. etc. and liaisoning with

the users and people to extend support.



RECOWIENDXI’IONS

1 • There is an in~diate need for incorporating social

inputs at various levels of the programme. Concrete steps

in this respect and the modalities invulved need to be looked

into carefully by the project planners and implementors. 4e

recommend that the local administration of the programme

be invested with wider scope to identify various factors,

social, economic, cultural and others and take appropriate

steps. Corresponding arrangements may be made to achieve

this end at project formulation and administrative levels

in terms of (ak) Finance, (b) Manpower, (c) Loc~istic Support,

Cd) Monitoring and (c) Evaluation. These exercises should

ultimately lead to active cooperation and participation of

ç~fpeople in the programme.

2. There is an urgent need to employ effective mass media

in pub].icising the programme which is at present lacking.

Special efforts in this respect are needed to emphasisethe

caretaker’s responsibilities and her state of voluntary

incwnbancy.

3. We strongly feel that an effort be made to collectivtze

the task of handpump caretaking by training more people in

this, dra~n~from various sections of the population.

4. It would be a good idea to include the caretaker in the

village administrative councils, at least as ex—officio members.

This would - at least provide a aemblence of formal capacity
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for caretaker as well as users.

5. We strongly recommendthat a village level committee

be formed comprising of vilLge leaders, teachers, members

of Mabila Mandals, Youth Clubs, Health doricers, ‘and other

local level officials and activists who could take collective

as well as individual responsibility in caring the handpumps

- - and support the caretaker and also publicise the programme

widely.

6. The mobile team during its visit to villages could

make it a point to explain and demonstrate before the care-

taker the problem of the pump and in~lve her in the repair

work. This would help incraase her technical knowledge as

well as provide scope for healthy interaction with the care-s

taker.

7. It is essential to involve the community during (a)

installation of the facility, (b) selection of the location

of pump, Cc) selection of caretakers to ensure support and

participation in the programme, and (d) during shifting of

debris and other tasks. Involving children could create

wonders in this.

8. It would be appropriate to initiate some deterrant

measures at times when the facilities are misused or deliber-

ately sabotaged by miscreants. Mandal/ZP could evolve an

appropriate system in this regard.
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9. With more than one caretaker per unit, the tasks Luld

be assigned in a systematic manner on a rotational basis. -

10. Serious efforts are ni~dedto make the job of caretak—

ing more attractive. While the step of absorbing caretakers

into the department may prove to be difficult, efforts to

provide incentives could be actively contemplated. Thesa

incentives might include among others —

a.) Gifts for good maintenance;

b) Preference to caretakers in extending facilities

under IRDP, advancing loans and other fruits of

development projects.

11. Children in schools and elsehwere be actively involved

at all levels of handpwnp use and maintenance, and educate

them on these lines. ~L’herole of teachers and parents in this

regard cannot be overestimated.

12. As mentioned elsewhere, the caretakers have not recei-

ved any stock of grease/oil though they were promised earlier.

~irther, they were alsc~assured that tree saplings would be

provided to be planted in the water flowing areas. However,

until now none have received this. Action in this regard

need to be expedited. All tX~ecaretakers preferred coconut

saplings than other species.
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I. ZNTRODLJCTION -

Availability of safe potable water is a vital need

for a healthy population, irrespective of the Location,

culture and socio—econoniic characteristics of the people.

However, this life giving requisite has not been fully made

available to the people who are direly in need o~pure and

- - safe drinking water in our country. As a consequence, there

has been a high rate of incidence of water—borne diseases

reaching epidemic proportions claiming great many lives.

young and old. The problem appears to be extremely acute

in rural areas where consumption of i.~asafewater along with

abominal sanitary conditions and practices. have contrik*ited

significantly to a high rate of acute gasto—interstinal ill-

nesses. among others. In order to coru~t this problem, as

also provide adequatedisease—free water for consumption, a

variety of programmeshave been launched both at national

and state levels. 0ne of such projects is the installation

of community handpurnps for use of the people in rural areas.

Under this scheme at least one boreweli. connected with a

handpuxnp is installed in every village for public use.

The drilling of borewells was initiated with the

assistance of Danish International Development Agency (DALlID~)

and since then, the project is administered by PH~Din coord.i—

nation with DANIDA*.

* The DANIDA assisted Drinking Water Scheme covers the di.st-.
- ricts of Bijapur, Chitradurga, Gulbarda and Kolar.
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~4ith the launching of the handpumpproject, a large

number of villages were covered in the scheme. The Department

of public Health Engineering (PHED) was entrusted with the task

of implementing the project and monitoring the use of installed

handpumps. 1n the ~tate of Karnataka a total of about 1.20.000

handpumps were installed spread over the State’s length and

breadth.

It was, however, observed that many installed handpumps

were not functioning satisfactorily due to a variety of reasons.

These include, among others:

ai) improper use of haridpumps by the users;

b) unclean surroufldings;

c) lack of maintenance of the components;

a) difficulty in regular supervision by departmental

officials due to dispersed locations resulting

in problem of physical access; and, importantly,

e) absenceof convnunity participation in tha

entire scheme,

Having identified the inadequacies in the functioning

of the scheme, it was stronglj felt that there should be a

person who could keep a con~cantwatch on the nandpwnps

installed and undertakeó maintenance of the instrument on a

regular basis aL-id promptly communicate with departmental offi-

cials for any major repairs, to facilitate uninterrupted water

availability. Accordingly, a new schemewas drawn within the

handpumpproject, with the following salient features ;
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1. • Identifying women from among the villagers

where handpumpsare installed; -

2. Training them in the ~:oper maintenance of
handpumps including minor repairs;

3. Deploying them to their respective villages

to take care of the handpumpsas trained;

4. Maintain regular contact with the ~men

caretakers, to attend to any problems

encountered.

On their part. the trained women caretakers are respon-

sible for :

1. Caring the h~ndpurnpsas trained;

2. R.egular conLact with the departmental officials;

3. Publicise the importance of proper use of

handpuznps. among the people;

4. Train users on the proper handling of the

instrument and maintenanceof cleanliness

arounL a installation;

5. ~licit support from the connunity in protecting

and proper use of the instrument.

The women so selected are trained for two days. The

job of a caretaker is purely voluntary. Nevertheless, they

are provided with a kit which contains some basic tools and

a manual of handpumpcaretaking procedures.

in the body of this report, an attempt is made to

study the functioning ~ tn nidpump caretakers in Bagepalli

Taluk of Kolar District.
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II. THE STUDY

The present study aims to understand the effectiveness

of the scheme of handpump caretakers, in terms of the care-

takers’ performance as also community participation in the

scheme. The following are the specific objectives of the

study:

1. To study the socio—economicbackground

of the handpump caretakers;

2. Training status and the extent of awareness

and understanding of training contents;

3. To understand the job expectation arid

responsibilities of the caretakers;

4~, To examine the process of dissemination

of knowledge about handpumps to users;

5. To find oUt the methods used by caretakers

to communicatewith the users and their

efficacy in terms of (a) frequency of

contact, (b) aspects discussed. Cc) feedback

received for further action; -

6. To study the follow—up services provided by

departmental officials;

7. T0 assess the extent of community support and

participation in the activities of caretakers;

8. To understand the problems of caretakers as

women with reference to — -

a) Maintenance of handpumpa.
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b) Interaction with people with regard

to proper use of the instrument.

publicising the need for safe drinking

water, and mustering public cooperation

in the smooth functioning of the scheme.

c) Interaction with officials.

9. To gather- opinions of caretakers as yell as

community membersregarding ways of improving

the schemein terms of —

a~) Supportive services.

b) Additional components in the scheme.

- Specific roles of departmental and

coninunity any inadequacies identt Lied

in the conduct of the scheme.

d) Need for incentives.

10. Concluding remarks and recommendations.

II A METHODOLOGY -

In order to accomplish the objectives mentioned in the

previous. section. it was decided to collect the requisite

information through following methods :

a) Field visits to the area of operation of the

scheme and holding interviews with the care-

takers;

b) Carrying out informal interviews and discussions

with the handpwnp users and village opinion

leaders;
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c) Spot observation of the use of handpump;

d) File study of the project documents and other

documents.

II B 8AHPLING PROCEDURES

All the Mandal divisions of 8agepalli taluk of Kolar

- - district were included in the sampling frame for the study.

Care has been taken to provide proportional representation

to each Mandal on the basis of the number of caretakers

working. The selection of villages were based on the relat-

ive distance from the taluk headquarters. i.e.. Bagepalli.

Further, in each of the Mandals, villages were selected, keep-

ing in view the location basedon people’s access to public

transport. - -

The following table presents the distribution of care-

takers according to Mandals and the number of caretakers

sampled for the study.

SAMPLE DISTRIB(JTION ACCORDINGTO MANOALS
L

Mandals No. of No. of No. of
. care—

takers
village.s
selected

care—
takerd

total
care—

trained sampled takers

1. Gulure 51 8 9 17.64
2. ThipaLli 61 11 13 21.31
3. Bil].ure 53 8 10 18.86
4. Chakivelu 67 4 15 7.46
5. Chelur 73 11 16 21.91
6, Pathapajya 71 8 11 15.49
7. Julpalya 4~ 7 8 17.77
8. Mittemari 53 12 13 24.52
9. Devaragudipalli 69 11 14 20.28

10. Guntawarampalli 69 12 19 27.53
612 92* 118 19.28

In the remaining 26
during our visits.

v.illages caretakers were not available
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In aLl.. 118 villages were visited to contact 118 care-

takers who formed nearly one-fifth (19.28%~of the total number

of caretakers functioning in the taluka. However, it should

be mentioned that in 26 villages, where visits were made, care—

takers were not available during the time of investigation.

Nevertheless, interviews and discussions were carried out with

the people in these villages regarding the functioning of care-

takers covering them. Thus, in effect. 118 villages were

visited out of a total of 390 in the taluk unere the scheme

of caretakers of handpumps is functioning, thereby covering

one—third (33.05%) of the village sample frame,

II C SURVEY INSTRUMENTS

After completing the sampling procedures, a semi—

structured interview schedule was designed covering various

aspects of handpump caretaking. The componentsof this

schedule were in conformity with the objective of the study.

However, a pilot study was carried out with this schedule

I n order to achieve clarity and relevance of the aspects’

sought, as also the general format. The schedule, then, was

accordingly edited and the definitive survey launched.

Even though discussions with users and the con~unity

leaders were planned to be informal, care was taken to con-

duct these with a pre—designed interview guide.
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~X D PI~L~DCONSTRAINTS

In our survey of this type covering a large number

of villages with short time at our disposal, following con-

straints were encountered.

a) As the villages were unduly scattered a good

amount of time was spent on travelling and

reaching these villages.

b) The timing of our visits to many villages

posed constraints for meeting the respondents

who were very busy in sowing and other agri-

cultural. operations. Thus, we nad to wait
for them or meet them in their ~rk spot to

carry out interviews.

c.) In 26 of the villages selected, it was not

possible to meet caretakers at all due to

reasons mentioned above, among others. However,

contacts were made in these villages with people

and informal talks held.

dI Due to limitation of time, it was not possible

to carry out indepth interviews with respondents,

much as we wished to do so.
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III. ~OCIO~~ONOMIC BACKGROUND OF CARe~TAK~RS

In the following paragraphs. we present the socio-

economic background of caretakers. besides some basic demo-

graphic findings.

III A AGE AND MARITAL STATUS

A~overwhelming majority of the caretakers covered in

the survey were married (81.5%) and were La tne age group of

17—36 completed years. Table 1. gives details of the age

distribution of caretakers according to marital status.

Table 1 — Age Distributio~ of Caretakers According to Marital

.

Status

Age Groups Unmarried7
Single

Married ~4idowed ~epa—
rated

Total

17—24 10 (72.2) 22 (22.9) — — 32 (27.1)

25—31 3 (27.8) 43 (44.7) 2 (25.0) 1 (100) 49 (41.5)

32~36 — - 14 (14.7) — — 14 (11.9)

37—41 — 9 (9.3) — — 9 C 7.6)

42—46 — 3 C 3.1) — — 3 ( 2.5)

47—51 — 4 C 4.1) 3 (37.5) — 7 ( 5.9)

Abeve

TotaL

52 — 1 ( 1.0) 3 (37.5) — 4 ( 3.4)

13 (100.0) 96 (1oo~ 8 (100) 1 (100) 118 (100)

while 13 caretakers who form roughly one—tenth (11.0%)

of the interviewed, were unmarried, the remaining 9 caretakers

were either widowed or separated. Further, a significant

proportion of married caretakers were aged less than 31 years

(68%).

I—
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III B EDUCATI ON AND ~CUPATION

The distribution of caretakers according to their

educational status and occupation presents certain interesting

results. The details in this regard are presented in Table 2.

Tpble 2 — Primary 0ccuoation pf Caretakers According to Their
Educational Status

Educat—
ional
Status

Occupational Category
Culti-
vator

Agricul-
tu.ral.
L~abourer

Teacher
wife

‘r~~
~

Illiterate 44(74.6) 27(93.1) — 4(44.4) 75(63.6)

primary 2 C 3.4) 1( 3.,,) — 2(22.2) 5( 4.2)
Mjddie 7(11.9) 2( 9,5) 9( 7.6)

High School

total

6(10.1) l( 3.5) 19(90.5) 3(33.3) 29(24.6)

59(103) 29(100) 21(100) 9(100) 118(100)

Note The occupational. categories of ‘cultivator’ and ‘Agri-.
cultural labourer’ are made with the former as a land

- owner while the latter does not own any land but works
purely for wages. However, many a times the cuLtivato~
too work as wage labourers in order to supplement their
income.

Table 2 clearly reveals that a majority (63.6%) of the,

caretakers are illiterates while nearly a quarter of the inter-

viewed (24.6%) had had high schooL education. A further break—

t~p reveals that an overwhelming majority of illiterate care-

takers were in the occupational category of cultivator/Agri-

cultural labourers (80.6%). InterestingLy. 21 caretakers form—

ing more than sixth of the respondents covered (17.8%) had

had schooling upto high scnool and many in this group worked as
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teachers in Anganwadis C Government—runNurseries for pre-school—

children) • These teac~.ars, besides having received training

in borewell caretaking, are also trained under the Anganwadi

Teachers Training Scheme. 14 caretakers or nearly one eigth

(11.8%) of the interviewed had had either primary or middle

level schooling.

A further probe into the category of illiterate care-

takers revealed that they were unable to write their names.

III C. CASTE

The caste distribution of the caretakers contacted for

the survey reveals that a significant majority belong to middle
and lower castes. The details in this regard are presented in

Table 3.

Table 3 — Caste Distribution of the Caretakers 1nterviewed..

Castes No. of caretakers

Brahmin 7 ( 5.9)

Intermediary castes 61 (si.fl

SC 30 (25.4)

ST 20 (16.9)

Total 118 (100)

Note: Intermediary caste5 comprise Vokkaliga. Reddy. Balajig~.

Kuruba,Blacksmiths. Vaiahya, Golla. etc.

It is interesting to observe that 50 or a little more

than t~ fifths of the caretakers interviewed (42.4%) belonged

to Scheduled Caste8 and Scheduled Tribes wtiile6l% or over half
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of the interviewed (51.7%) were in the middle level castes.

Brahmins. the high caste group in the social hierarchy were

a minority, accounting for about 6 per cent of the caretakers

covered in the study. The low representation of Brohmins can

be attributed to the fact that, by and large, they form a

miniscule proportion of the population in the villages covered

in our survey. On the other hand. Vokkaligas. Reddys. and

other middle level, caste groups claim a major chunk of the

population as also muster consider economic and political

influence in the community. The category of ScheduledCastes

and Tribes in our study has received fair representation.

However, the striking feature obeerved during our visits

is that they form distinct clusters of settlements separ~ited

from the main village, with names such as SC Colony. Bovi

Colony. Laambanj Tandas and so on. Apparently borewelis in

these colonies are cared by women caretakers living in these

settlements and are exclusively used by people of these caste

groups. -
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xv. IN UPS PROCESS

IV.~ Identification. Selection arid Development

The programme. of HP caretakers was launched in the year

1987 under the aegis of DAL~4IDA and PH~D. As mentioned else-.

where, the task of initiating and administering the programme

w~sentrusted to Public Health £ngineering Department (PHED).

The following guidelines were kept in view to initiate identi-

fication, selection and training, and deployment of caretakers.

1. The caretakers should be women

2. They must be permanent users of the borewells

3. Each caretaker should reside closest to the HP

installation

4. ~‘hey should enjoy respect in the coiauunity

5. They should be preferably aged around 20 years

6. They should have had some schooling, able to

read and write.
7. They should have their own means of livelihood

and be willing to take up the caretak.tng work
purely on an honorary basis.

Our talks with the departmental officials revealed

that identification and selection of women who fulfilled the

criteria laid do~ in the guidelines posed various const-

raints. The normal procedures in this regard involved contaCt-

ing members of ~andaL Panctiayats and village elders and publi—

cise the project, who in turn would suggest potential. cand.t—

dates. The officials reported that initially there were

apprehensions among women and their famil.ities regarding the

— I——I
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possibility of regular income etc. Ultimately, the selection

criteria was relaxed to include women who were willing to

work as HP caretakers but unable to fulfil every criteria

laid down ‘in the guideline for selection.

The so identified and selected women were imparted with

a two—day training programme woich covered the (a) structure

and functions of kiandpump installation. (b) their proper use,

and maintenance, (c) the need for cleanliness around the

installation to prevent infectious diseases. (d) judicious

use of water by the community. (e) initiating community parti-

cipat.ion in the caring of the facility. (f) prompt communi-

cation to departmental officials to initiate major repairs

if any. (g) the need to protect the facility from abuse and

destruction, and (ii) educating the people regarding the

importance of pure water for consumption and the role of B4

in providing it to them.

The job of caretaker is fully voluntary and as such

she receives no remuneration. Further, she is a link between

the community and the maintenancecrew stationed at the taluk

headquarters.

At the end of the training, each participant is provided

with a kit consisting of (a) some basic tools for maintaining

handpump. (b) manual for HP maintenance, in the local lang-

uage. Cc) literature on the importance of HP in preventing
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water borne diseases. Cd) pre—paid post cards to facilitate

the caretaker for communication with departmental officials.

IV A MOTIVATION TJ UNDERGO TRAINING

The concept of a voluntary sentinel for a public utility

system is quite unique at least in ‘ndia. Such an effort

was tirst started by W4ICEF elsenwere. However, as far as

Handpwnp caretakers are concerned. tne sources of motivation

for these women to undergo training are not many. Our talks

with the caretakers revealed that 95 of them or four—fifths

of the interviewed (80.54) were motivated to undergo train-

ing by the officials of PH~D,while 16 (13.5%) were motivated

by membersof Mandal Panchayat and other villagers. 7 care-

takers reported that their family membersadvised them to

undergo training. On their part, the Anganwadi teachers

had received official circula,rs from their department to

avail this training facility, besides the efforts of PHED

officials who had contacted these women to use this opportunity

to learn more about handpumpsand caring them.
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In this chapter we make an attempt to assess, on the

basis of the findings of our study, the perfo~tnancelevels

of caretakers as against their job e~ectations and training

received. The parametersconsidered in this exercise include —

a) ~(nowledge acquired in the training

b) Extent and mode of communication with people
as well as officials

c) Frequency and ways of maintenance of HP including —

i) Ensuring proper handling of the instrument

ii) Cleanliness of the surroundings

iii) ~eriodica1, greasing of the components

iv) Tightening of the nuts

v) Conduct of minor repairs

vi~ Contact with department when the instrument
needs major repairs

vii) protection from abuse of the instrument

d) Efforts to educate women and other users of the
facility and the degree of cooperation and support
received.

V A KNO4L1EDGE ACQUIRED IN TH~TRAINING PROGRAkIME

The extent to wnich the caretakers have understood the

contents of training received is an important factor in per—

formir.; their responsibilities effectively. Difficulties

encountered in assimilating the knowledge imparted in the

training would reflect in not only the performanbe of the job

but also affect clarity and skills of communicating with people

— I I
— I
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and users to seek trleir support and participation in an effect-

ive manner.

When asked about what they have learnt about handpwnps

in the training received by them, the caretakers reported the

four major responsibilities e~ç~ectedof them. The details

in this respect according to the educational status of the

caretakers are presented in Table 4.

Table 4 — Responsesregarding ~spect~ learnt in the Trainirici
Pro~rammeAccording to Education

Educational Proper To keep To under— Contact .

Status use of the sur— take department
hand— roundings minor for failure
pumps clean repairs or major

repairs

Illiterate 50(66.6) 70(93.3) 20(26.7) 64(85.3)

Primary 5(100) 4(80.0) 2(40.0) 3(60.0)
Middle 4(44.4) 7(77.8) 3(33.3) 7(77.7)
High School

Total

20(69.0) 26(8~.).0} 13(44.8) 16(55.1)

79 107 38 90

%to total
respondents (66.9%) (90.6) (32.2) (76.2)

It is interesting to observe that exactly two-.thirds

from among the illiterate caretakers (66.6%) mentioned that

proper use of the handpump was taught. The corresponding

figures with regard to caretakers with primary, middle and

high school education works out to 4(80%), 4(44.4%) and

20(69%) respectively. Besides proper use of the handpump,
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many of the caretakers in this group. aotwith~tanding their

educational, status, reported that they were taught the need

for periodical greasing of the components of the instrument.

in addition to removing the dirt collected. However, they

are not provided with any stock of grease/oil for this

purpose despite such a promise was made during training

period, they reported. Thus, over time, since receiving

training, a few respendentscould remember~tne topic of

greasing taught in the course. Further, a majority of these

caretakers remember tnat they were told the structure and

function of the instrument and that the effective use of it

would depend on smooth handling.

An overwhelming majority of caretakers — 107 or 90.6%

of the interviewed reported that maintenance of cleanliness

around the handpwnp was discussed. A further breakup accord-

ing to their educational status reveals a similar finding.

i.e. • more than four fifth a~fthe caz-eta]cers falling into

each of the educational group, named this aspect as a course

content in the training programme. 0n further probe. most o~

the caretakers were able to tell the author how the cess

collected around handpumpcould seep into the well thereby

making the water contaminated and people using the handpwnp

would contract diseases. Further, they reported that cess

would attract f]4es and other disease vectors causing infect-

ions o consumers. Furthermore, all, these caretakers disclosed

- .,*_4- —,
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how to keep the surroundings clean by not allowing cattle

and other animals in the vicinity by telling people not to

wash clothes, utensils. etc., ~ and around the location

of the installation. A majority of the caretakers ir~ this

category further reported that they were informed of ways

by which the used water issuing out of the handpump could

be re—used to grow trees. They reported that they would

be distributed with sc~i~tree saplings for this purpose but

are yet to receive the same.

With respect to iwiderta~c.ingminor repairs, relatively

lesser number of our respondents mentioned having received

instruction. Table 4 reveal8 that 38. or nearly one third

of the interviewed (32.2%) reported they were taught the way

of tightening of bolts. Within this group, a further break-

up reveals that a little over a quarter of the illiterates

covered (26.6%) in the study gave this responsewhile the

corresponding figures with respect to those who have had

primary, middle and high school education worics out to 2(40%),

3(33.3%) and 13(44.8%) respectiveLy. The differences do not’

appear to be very significant though roughly half of high

school educated caretakers reported to have received train-

ing in this aspect. By and large, respondents in this group

reported they are yet to get an opportunity to undertake these

repairs as the handpumpunder their care are currently working

well. -

I I
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More than three fourths of the caretakers - interviewed

(76.2%) reported that prompt contact with the officials was

another itea~discussed in the tra.i hi ng prograui~ • A Curther

break up according to educational status does not appear to

show any singificant difference e~oeptthat relatively lesser

number of high school educated careta~cers(55.1%) rememoer~d

this aspect being discussed in the training curriculum.

Almost all reported that they did not face any dieCi-

culty as far as the medium of instruction was concerned.

They said that they were taught in ~<annada and Telugu. the

local languages of the region.

V B MAINTENANCE OF HANDPUMP~BY CARETAKERS

In tnis section, we discuss the actual work carried

out by the caretakers with respect to the maintenance of the

handpumpsunder their care. This exercise would provide an

insight into the work performance vis—a-vis the training

received by them as also the extent of involvement in the

scheme.

Our interviews with the respondents in this regard

revealed certain interesting results. The findings are

presented in Table 5.
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Table 5 — 4ictivities Carried Out by the Caretakers

Activities
No. of care-
takers respond-
ing

1. G~reasingonly

2. Cleanliness of the surrounding only

3. Cleanliness of the surrounding and

tightening of bolts
4. Cleanliness and informing officials

for repairs
5. Cleanliness + tightening of bolts +

oiling + infozm.thg officials for repairs
6. Periodical tightening + informing

officials for repairs
7. Not involved in actual work

2 ( 1.7)

30 (25.4)

24 (20.3)

31 (26.3)

12 (1o.2~

2 C 1.7)

15 (12.7)

As can be seen that a significant majority of our

respondents, nearly 90 per-cent, reported that maintaining

cleanliness in and around the handpumpwas one of the major

activities undertaken by them. While 30 caretakers, account-

ing for over a quarter of the interviewed (25.4%). e~cclusively

undertook this tasic,, the remaining respondents combined this

with other activities. 0n probe, the former group of those

who only cleaned the surroundings, reported that the hand—

~UJ1T~S under their care are functioning well and hence no need

was yet felt to tighten the bolts or informing officials for

any repair.

Interestingly two caretakers reported that they greased

the equipment. As mentioned elsewnere, caretakers are not

provided with grease to use. However, our talks with these

I — ——— —
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two caretakers revealed that they had obtained the item on

their own and are using it. -

About oz~efifths of the caretakers (20.3%) said that

they undertook per.L.xlical tightening of bolts, besides

cleaning the surroundings. 12 caretakers or 10 per cent of

the interviewed said that t.ney regularly carried out the

tasks of tightening the bolts, oiling and cleaning the heads,

and informing the officials for repairs in addition to main-

taming the cleanliness of the surroundings. Two caretakers

said that until now they had only tightened the bolts and

informed officials for repairs. -

15 careta1~ersor on~eigth of the respondents covered

in our survey (12.7%) reported that they do not personally

carry out the tasks expected of them. Our talks with this

group revealed that they educate people on the importance

of the handpumpin the community and the role of people in

protecting and maintaining it efficiently. A further analysis

of this category showed that some of them were AnganwadJ.

teachers who had not received the kit after attending the

training programme. The remaining caretakers belonged to

higher castes and more affluent sections of the couinunity.

The reasons for their non—involvement in personally caring

the handpumpsappears to be based on social prestige, main-

tenance of social distance with other Lower class users and

the impression that handpump caretaking is a menial job.

- I - - -- -- - -. - I - - -. - -. ~ - -- - -~ -— - ——‘
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As a respondent said

1115 that my private tap? All Harijans and other

low class people use it. Let me tell you, we

are arahmins and expect cleanliness. So I pay

some ~i.fty pa.ise to young boys around and get

the place cleaned now and then.u

By and large, we could notice that tne aspect of clean-

liness has been seriously considered by the respondents and

most of them involve personally in this task.

V C FktEOUENCY OF ~~CIFIC TA31<~S CARiU~DOUT

The number of times the caretaker is engagedin each

of the specific tasks e~çectedof her providea an indication

of the extent of involvement. This would also facilitate to

a realistic assessmentof the performance of each of the

respondent. However, during our discussions with the care-

takers, we realised that it was not possible for them to

report the exact number of times they undertook each task

since their completion of training about an year back.

Nevertheless, we were able to elicit the approximate frequency

of each task of the caretakers. ~e present the details in

this regard in the following table.

—___________ _____
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Table 6 — Approximate Frequency of the Tasks Undertaken by -

Caretakers Accordinc~to Type of Tps~c.~C tt = 118)

Type of
Tasks

Fre quenc y

Once Twice Thrice l1ore than
thrice

None

1. Cleaning
of the surr-
oundings 2(1.7) 10( 3.5) 20(16.9) 71(60.2) 15(12.7)

2. Periodical
cleaning, oil-
ing and greas-
ing 25(21.2)40(33.9) 20(16.9) 18(15.2) 15(12.7)

3. Informing
officials
for repairs 43(36.4) 9(7.6)

-

— — 66(55.9)

It should be mentioned here that all the caretakers

covered by our survey were trained more or less at the same

time, and are working sir~e one year. This has facilitated

direct comparisons among all the respondents with respect

to their job performance. From among 118 respondents inter-

viewed, one can observe that 71 caretakers, or three fifth

(60.2%) had cleaned the surroundings several times since

their training, while 20 (16.9%) reported that they had

cleaned only three times until the time of investigation.

10 respondents (8 • 5%) were engaged in this task two times

while 2 (1.7%) had done so only once until now. Thus, it

is clear that the cleaning aspect has been understood by

a good proportion of tiie caretakers. Our further enquiries

with these respondents revealed that the task involved

clearing the drainage for free flow of water, spreading sand.

* ~.— - - ——— — — —- - — —I —~-~-— —.-.—-— - — - ——-— — —— - ————- —I — —-—— —S ~ — _.__ — ———— — ———.—-—-— —-—-———-—
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soil and small stones around the platform to keep the area dry

and so on. ~4ecould observe that soakpits had been built only

in few places and in majority of cases, the used water was

allowed to flow into nearby fields and spaces.

As regards cleaning inkier compor~ntsof the handpump,

a majority of the caretakers had undertaken the task at

least once. However, the frequency of performance,~thistask

appears to be less, compared to that of cleaning the surround-

ings. Our study reveals that 25 respondents forming over one—

fifth of the interviewed (21.2%) had undertaken this, 40 or

one—third (33.9%) had ~ne so twice, while 20 caretakers

accounting for 16.9% of the interviewed had performed this

task three times. Only 18 respondents forming 15.2% had done

so far more than tnree times. It has to be mentioned here

that cleaning. greasir~gand tightening of the bolts requires

opening of tne head cap, removal of dirt and other grime

deposits and application of oil/grease to the components.

After this operation the head cap has to be promptly replaced.

These tasks are done only when the handpumpmalfunctions.

By and large. many respondents reported that the handpumps

under their care are working well and hence have not yet got

the opportunity to undertake this task.

Witi. respect to the important duty of prompt communi-

cation to of ficials for major repairs, our study shows that

£I4~)rethan half. i.e., 66 caretakers forming. 55.9% had not done

cc. ~-I ~ .-,r.~w,.- la .~ ~. — --— -~ -— — — -
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this even once. A~mentioned elsewhere, these respondents

report that th~ situation does not warrant such an action

as the handpumpsare functioning satisfactorily. However,

43 caretakers accounting for 36.4% of the sample, reported

that they had informed the officials once for repairs, while

9 (7.6%) had done so twice. It has to be mentioned here

that all of our respondents ‘were able to rememberexactly

the number of times they had written letters to officials

(provided in the kit) for correcting any malfunctions in the

pump. ~ring our interviews with the caretakers in this

category, many reported that the cards they had posted had

returned. However, they had personally requested people

travelling to B~gepalli from their villages to contact the

PH~Dofficials there to attend to the repairs. It was also

reported that some men contact the officials on their own

interest and inform the condition of the handpumps. LIe

could notice during our visits that several instruments had

problems such as damagedplatforms, problems related to washer,

erection of pipe. etc. On probe as to whether they had

informed officials to .ttend to these, many careta}cers~id

that they had requested the officials many times and so far

no action has been taken.

V D COMMUNICATION 41TH P.~OPL~

One of the major functions of a caretaker is to educate

users and people at large on the vital need for protecting the

handpwnp from abuse and -~ important role of safe drinking

-- -- ---~ --~ ---
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water in maintaining good health of the population. Further,

the caretaker is expected to ensure that water is used judi-

ciously with minimum wastage arid most important. involve the

community and elicit its support ir~discnarging her duties

effectively. An important tool to accomplish this tas~is

skill in communicating her ideas to the users in an effect-

ive and convincing manner. £fl this section, we discuss our

findings with respect to tne extent and mode of contact and

interaction with the users of handpumpby the caretakers

interviewed.

In the first place, efforts were made to find out the

frequency of use of handpu.mpby the caretaker herself in

order to assess the extent of opportunity available for them

to meet other users and discuss with them. In this regard,

our study reveals that 49 caretakers forming over two—fifths

of the interviewed (41.23%) e~olusively collect water from

the handpumpfor their uousehold use, while more than half.

i.e.. 64 respondents accounting for 54.2% reported that they

as well as their family members fetch water from the handpump.

Only Live caretakers reportedly did not i . L1q fetch

water from the pump under their care. 1ncidentally, these

five respondents were either economically affluent enough

to employ household servants to fetch water, or b~ng to

large families where enough members were available to take

up this chore.
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The frequency of use of nandpumpby carec.akersvaried

according to many factors. These include, among others, the

following

a) Size of the family

b) Quantity of water requirement

c) 0ccasion (festivals, etc.)

ci) Caste

e) Health condition

f) Facility for storage

g) Bathing and other practices related to water use.

Thus, if the size of tne family is large the requirement of

water too would be correspondingly Large, thereby increasing

the ñequency of fetching water. Furtner, the social, economic

and cultural background of the caretaker would influence the

quanti ~y of water consumption by way of bathing. wasnirig arid

cleaning practices. 14]cewise, more water would be required

by the household during festivals and other occasions when

guests are entertained. During such times the frequency of

use of h~ndpwnpswould increase. However, our talks with

caretakers revealed that availability or facility for storing

water is an important factor influencing use of handpwnps.

Thus, many who did not have storing facility would increase

their frequency of visits to handpump. This frequency ranged

from two to six times in a clay. Yet some caretakers reqport.ed

that they use handpumpmore frequently because of its prQxixnity

— I
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to their residence. However, during peak agricultural seasons,

they would be quite busy in the farms and during such times

they would get water from the p~p only twice in a day.

When asked whether they visit the handpumparea for reasons

other than fetching water, many caretakers said they do

especially when they hear the sound of the handle being

hit hard. They would warn such users to handle the facility

in smooth manner. However, this job would be easier if

the caretaker’s residence is very closely located to the

site of the facility in which case, she does not make special

efforts to reach the handp~np.

V.E Mode of communication with the users

Efforts wei~made In our study to find out the method

adopted by caretakers to contact users and ways of inter-

action with them. The details in this respect is presented

in Table—7.

Table 7 : MODE OF (X*INUNICATION

Mode of communication
Talks
& demon-
stration

3 (27.3) 96 (89.7)

Total 11 (100.0) 107 (lco.o) 118 (100.0)

-“——

Meeting place --

Talks
only

1. At the handpunp

2. At the handpump and
at the house

3. Handpunp4~users’
house + other
places

Tot al

99 (83.9)

5 (4.7) 5(4.2)

8 (72.7) 6 C 5.6) 14 (11.9)

r •‘~4S.t’ Ia- VP? ?.Tafl~, ~. ~ - ‘——.,— - — — - -
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The abeve table clearly shows that an overwhelming

majority of caretakers meet the users at the handpu~pfor

obvious reasons. Besides handpunp, a little less than one—

sixth of the interviewed (16.1%) said that they meet their

clients at the latters’ houses and other places. With

respect to the mode of conTnunication while 107 respondents

forming 90.6% reported that they talk with the users as

well as demonstrate various aspects of handpunpmaintenance,

only 11 caretakers accounting for less than a tenth of the

intez~viewed (9.3%) said that they only talk with the users.

The high incidence of caretakers meeting other users at the

handpumpcould be easily related to the fact that a sigriifi—

cant majority of the caretakers draw water from the handpump

under their care, for their household use regularly. This

is a nice opportunity to meet other users and discuss with

them, and perform demonstrations. Our talk with the care-

takers reporting other places as meeting grounds further

revealed that they were mainly Anganwadi teachers Who are

expected to make house visits as well as organise~mothers

meetings’ as part of their job. These opportunities are

used to convey the importance of handpumps to the users

as well as to the people at large. Our efforts to relate the

mode of communication with the educational status of the

caretakers did not reveal any significant association.

This is presented in Table 8. As can be seen, a majority

proportion of the caretakers talked and demonstrated ir—

- respective of their educational 3tatus.
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Table 8 : EDUCATIONAL STATUS &
I~DEOF OD~UNICATIONS

Educational
status

Mode of communication
Talks and

demonstration
Talks

only
Total

Illiterate 70 (93.3) 5 ( 6.7) 75 (100.0)

Primary 5 (100.0) — — 5 (100.0)

Middle 6 (66.7) 3 (33.3) 9 (100.0)

High school

Total

26 (80.9) 3 (19.1) 29 (100.0)

1.07 (90.7) 1]. ( 9.3) 118 (100.0)

When asked what specific aspects were demonstrated

these caretakers reported that they showed how to handle

the handpump~nooth].y.Whenever they observe a user rough

handling, the punp, they would ask the user to standby and

the caretaker would personally puiip the water and ask the

user to return demonstrat~. Further, the caretakers would

involve users and others in draining the water, upkeeping

the platform and reuse the waste water for growing trees.

V.P ASPECTS DISCUSSEDW]:TH PEOPLE

The subjects discussed between caretakers and users

provide an idea of the caretakers’ perception of handpump

caretaking as well as priorities, as felt by them, set to

convey the salient features of users’ and community’s res-

ponsibilities. our talks in this regard revealed interesting

findings. We present this in the following table (Table 9).

I ~_ I - I — — I—
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: ASPECTS DISCUS5ED WITH THE
HANDPUMPUSERS -

No. Percentage
Aspects discussed with respond— to total

users ing respondents

1. CleanLiness of the
surrounding and smooth
handling 118 100.0

2. Nisuge and wastage
of water 90 76.3

3. Importance of handpurnp
in the maintenance of
health in the community 40 33.8

It is evident that keeping the vicinity of the hand—

ptsnp clean and smooth handling was discussed by all the

caretakers covered in the survey. On further probe as to

what they meant by keeping the surroundings clean and

handling the instru~ent smoothly, all of them could explain

the following aspects:

a. Not to wash clothes, utensjles and cattle;

b. Not to allow children to play with the pump
and dirty the surroundings;

c. Not to permit water to collect in the
platform:

d. ‘lb keep the surroundings dry by spreading
sand;

e. ~isure that used water foows away from the
punp;

f. To ensure that the platform and the pipe does
not get rusted or attacked by fungal growth.

I —~_—— -— I —
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- With regard to proper handling of the pump, the

caretakers reported that they constantly tell the users

not to rough handle the punp by hitting hard on either

sida~. Further, that the handle should be moved verti-

cally and not sideways and that the handle should be

worked only by a single person at a time. It is interest-

ing to note that all the caretakers interviewed could

tell these aspects spontaneously.

Ninety caretakers or a little more than three—fourth

of the interviewed (76.3%), added another aspect discussed

with people besides cleanhiness,viz., not to misuse water,

while four)’~caretake.rsforming 33.8% reported that they

discussed in addition to the above two aspects, the need

to recognise the importance of handp~xnpsin providing

disease—freewater and thereby help arrest illness anong

the membersof the community.

V. C SUPPORTFI~MTHE QDI~1tJNITy

The important role of people’s involvement in many

development project cannot be overestimated. The success

or otherwise of any development venture depends to a great

extent on the level of community support and participation

in such projects, notwithstanding efficient planning and

administration. In order to assess the extent of such

a support fran the users and people in the caretakirig of

handpumps, the caretakers were asked tO- mention the type

- - - —,- — - - — —- - —- —-- ‘-I—-.--— —.~—— . .4 - -
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of support received from the contnunity. specifically,

efforts were made to find out the levels from which coop-

eration was forthcoming, the extent of participation, the

soclo—economic characteristics of the people involving in

the project and so on. We present the findings in this

regard in the following table.

Table 10 : THE EX~E~TOF COOPERATIONRECEIVED
BY ThE CARETAKERSFI~)MTHE COMMUNITY

Extent of cooperation ~C~kerS Percentage
r e responding ing

“None of the users follow my

instructions” 20 16.9

“Only some of the users follow
my instructions” 40 33.9

“Majority of the people follow
my instructions” 25 21.2

“Except small children, all.
follow my instructions” 15 12.7

“All follow my instructions” 18 15.3

Total 118 100.0

The views expressedby the caretakers reflect anong

others, the following issues:

a. The ability of caretakers to assessthe
extent of support by the community;

- b. Who actually needs to be told more about
the importance of handpumpi~

c. What axe the levels from which cooperation
is lacking? and what are lhe reasons for
such non—cooperation; and

d. What is to be done to motivate people to
actively participate in the progran?

-, —‘.-l--.- ~“ -, _ ~ ~
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In tiis context, the table above provides caretakers’

verr~ionof the extent to which users comply with the farmers’

instructions in using and maintaining the facility under

their care. It is interesting to note that nearly half

of the res~3ents covered (49.2%) reported that. by and

large, they c~d not encounter any major difficulty in seek—

L..~users’ ~~era. .~nin following their instructions.

our talks with this ~oup revealed that a majority of the

~ are quite receptive to the activities of caretakers

and comply with their instructions regarding cleanliness of

the area, not engaging in washing clothes,, v&~s5ClS and

cattle. sane of L~~secaretakers reported that they have

problems with young children who do not listen to the

former’s advice on using the p~znpsmoothly, and maintaining

the surroundings clean. Often, these children were sent by

their mothers to attend these chores and the caretakers have

a good amount of talking with the mothers of these children

not to allow them. ‘ifteen caretakers reported that

almost all the user; listened to their instructions and

followed them and t~:atnot much difficulty was faced in

this respect. -

Twenty caretakers accounting for one—sixth of the

interviewed (16.9%) reported that none of the users of the

f~i1ity under their care listened to them

or followed their -~ :ructi: in the proper maintenanceof

the pun’. Ti.~’ ~-‘~r~ of ~he ni~. that their role as

..~.-- - -- - -~- .-.- ‘-.-,_—~I~~--.--- N—~’-’-caretakers is hopelesc they have n~tb~ able

-
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to involve coninunity members in the program successfully.

Another forty respondents forming akout one—third of the

sample covered (33.9%) disclosed that not all users offered

cooperation in extending support and participate in the

program.

V. H CO!04UNITY P~ICIP?~TIONfl~ THE PROGRAM

The support from the users of handpump in the

program does not appear to be very disheartening in the

light of the fact that by and large people are not averse

to comply with caretakers’ instructions in protecting and

maintaining the p~npproperly. However, efforts were

further made to elicit more information regarding the

actual participation of people in the maintenanceof the

facility. This was resorted to in order to assess the extent

of people’s attitude towards protection of a community’s

vital utility system being mannedby a trained but

voluntary caretaker. In the following table we present

information regarding the relationship of caretakers

with the community membersinvolving in certain specific

tasks of handpunp caretaking.

The table reveals that as far as cleanliness of the

surroundings are concerned, 60 caretakers or over half of

the 5ample covered reported that no member of the community

is involved in the activity. The respondents in this

—~ I -. - ‘‘“‘ “ ~‘ fl4 ~ —~- I-. .S*-~..I..... -I._I.n

-? -~ ~ VT~ --~‘.-l’I ~‘~~‘‘4’ =1’. ~ - ~- I — —~. ~ — ~ ——-— - — — - _~_::
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Table 11 : ~)I4’1UNITY

Community membersin-
volving in the program

PARTICIP.ATION IN THE PROGRAM

Tasks in the caring of pumps

Naint aining Periodical Commun.tcat—
cleanliness tightening ing Depart—
around the of mental people
pump bolts for repairs

1. No community in—
volvement — care-
taker is on her own

2. Husband/family
membersof the
caretafter

3. Village leaders

4. Other fellow
Villagers -

5. Others

60 (50.8)

40 (33.9)

7 ( 6.0)

11 ( 9.0)

20 (16.9)

52 (44.0)

46 (39.0)

6 (5.1)

20 (16.9)

30 (25.4)

62 (52.5)

Total 118 (100.0) 118 (100.0) 118 (100.0)

category said that -they do make efforts to involve people

in this activity. However, no one canes forward. Our

talks with many of these caretakers revealed that people

consider the maintenance of handpumpas a -responsibility

of the caretaker alone and people cannot involve in such

activities. As a respondent saic~ in disgust —

“Why do they help us? ~t the outset they make
our jobs difficult by not cooperating. Then
they create mess around the handpump them-
selves. And they do not care when their children
play havoc with the pump f.”

However, about one—third of the sample (33.9%) re-

ported that their husbandsand other family membershelp in

this chore. Further, it was noticed that if the size of

— I-- -. - ~ ~---
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the fanily is big it was a big support for the caretaker

not only in performing this task but assist in keeping

a contact watch over the use of handpumpby the people.

seven caretakers said that they receive support fran

other village members in maintaining the cleanliness. How-

ever, we were told that a majority of the users refuse to

participate in this task. Nevertheless, our respondents

report that some users are nice to them, who come and

assist the caretaker in keeping the pump clean. our talks

with the caretakers in this respect further revealed that

people’s involvement in the program is directly related to the

following factors:

a. Caste of the caretaker and user;

b. Economic background of the caretaker as
well as the user;

c. Support from the village leaders;

d. size of the village; and

e. Presence of rivalries among various

social groups in the community.

To illustrate these, in many parts of Bagepall.i. Taluk

the village settlements are small with some having as less

as 20 households. ‘Further many of these settlements are

mono—caste ~‘i11ages, with all the households in each

village tractable to a single lineage. However, over t~ime,

- .—-,-----—------—. — $ — _____••__ — _ — _— ._ — —_ •—__. — ~_-~ ~•I — - I - -• - ~ — - — — I — - — ~ —— — • — —
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due to property sharing at the time of inheretence smaller

families within the unit have come out and settled as

independent families. However, the fa~nily ties, socio—

cultural characteristics continue to be more ~r less

stable. In such a set up, the caretakers have little diffi-

culty in must:ering public support and active participation

by the people in not only maintaining cleanliness but also

in other tasks of handpump caretaking. In other ~rds,

socio—cultura]. alligriment of the caretaker with that of

the community aopears to play a very significant role in

the active support and participation in the program. In

fact this factor trarisacends to other develotxnent projects

as well.

Eleven caretakers, or about one—tenth of the sample

(9.3%) reported that they are able to involve other people

in the cleanliness of the pump. On probe, we were able to

find out that these caretakers are relatively affluent and

wield considerable influence at least on some sections

of the community. Perhaps these villagers work as caretakers.

farm labourers, or depend on her financial and other help.

AS far as the involvement of people in periodical

tight.~ing of the bolts and related tasks is concerned, we

have interesting findings. While 20 caretakers (16.9%)

report that people do not involve in this task arid that they

do not have difficulty in carrying out this independently.

- I’ I I I
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fifty—two caretakers (44.0%) said that either their

husband or other male membershelped in tightening bolts

and cleaning the components. When asked whether the

caretakers could do this independently, many said that when

men are around who volunteer to do hy not utilise their

support? However, it does not mean that the caretakers are

unable to perform independently this task. Interestingly

46 caretakers or nearly two—fifths of the interviewed said

that other fellow villagers participate in this task of remov-

ing the bolts and nuts and replacing it back after cleaning

arid oiling. Most of these persons are male youths. It

should be mentioned that the traditional sexual division of

labour has had its impact on the specific tasks in the

maintenanceof handpump. While cleaning the surrounding of

handpump, fetching water for household use are carried out by

women users and caretakers, the task of dismantling the cap

and other components and cleaning the mechanism and other

handling of the instrument’s parts appear to be male pre-

rogative. The male members of the coninunity would rather

Volunteer to hold and work spanners and other tools, than

help in the ‘dirty’ and female oriented jobs like cleaning

the platform, removing the dirt from the surroundings, etc.

A similar finding is observed as regards the people’s

participation in informing officials in case of major

repairs. six caretakers (5.1%) reported that they personally

inform the officials. These respondents, it was found, were

- -1 ~. ~II ~ - .. -- ~ A-.. ~ •~_~_~—- ____.e •~
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literates and worked as Anganwadi Teachers who attend

regular meetings in the Taluk headquarters at Bagepall.i.

Further, twenty respondents forming 16.~percent of the

sample covered in the study, report that either their

husbands or other adult male members in the family helped

in this. This specially so due to the mobility enjoyed by

men in the society. Purther, this would also be an oppor-

tunity for men to enjoy movies arid other town attractions.

As a woman retorted —

“Do you think they would allow us to go to
Bagepalli? Impossible’. Going to town and
spending money and enjoying is only their
right.”

Thirty respondents reported that the village leaders

and other prominent persons helped in writing letters or

personally visiting the officials to inform of the repairs

ne&ed. These leaders, we were told, are politically and

otherwise quite influential, and have constant contact with

the Taluk headquarters.

Sixty.-two caretakers or over half of the interviewed

(52.5%) informed that other fellow villagers obliged in

conveying messageto departmental officials and request for

their services. These, again, are mostly men who go to

Bagepalli for personal or business errands.

- - - -- .--— --A- —~ 4— ‘-~-~. - - - - —
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111. CO?~EUNITyPERCEpTION OF HANDPUMP CARETAKERS

Efficient maintr’narice and proper utilisation of

any public facility, be it a i~andpump,co~nunity radio, etc.

dependsth a great extent on the people’s perceptions and

attitudes regarding the recognition of the very need for

such systems, as felt by the coninunity. This further

gains special weight when use of such a facility is watched

constantly by a person from the coninunity who volunteers

to take this responsibility and is trained in this. In

this light it would be interesting to study the outlook

of the people at large, with respect to —

a. Their re~oaaibility towards maintaining
the handpump;

b. Their expectations regarding caretakers’
duties; and

C. Their own role in providing support and
participate in the program.

During our field visits to all. the villages covered

in the study we were able to contact and discuss with people

and users in order to assessthe aspect mentioned above.

Our respondentsin this respect were village leaders, users

who were mostly women, and other fellow villagers. We

discuss in this chapter, their perceptions of the roles and

functions of the caretakers as also the conrnunity’s attitudes

and responsibilities in caring and protecting the facility.

However, it would be pertinent to brie.fly discuss here the

- _1_-_ —~-~a.~_4~-—~ ~It c- r~ 4~S1,~,_ ~ ---~ - —. ~ ~ ~ — - ——‘—-—.——-————-- - .-__ .~—-
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progress of the program in the Taluk since its inception

in order to understand the historical background and cir—

- - - cumstances leading to the present state of affairs.

The installation of handpumps in Bagepalli Taluk

was taken up during 1964 though in a modest way. However,

the project was intensified in the latter part of 19~5

in a phasedmanner. By the year 1985, a decade later, almost

every village in the Taluk was covered by the project, there-

by accomplishing an important task. However, as mentioned

earlier, the installed pun~pswere not functioning to the

expectations of the implementing agency, with frequent break-

downs and in some instances total failure. In this

light the program of handpumpcaretakers Was initiated as

late as 1987. This period of time, since the inception - -

of thstalling handpunpto the introduction of the caretakers,

provides an idea of people’s perception regarding the progranine

and the attitudes towards integrating the caretaker component

kito it. It has to be further mentioned that Bagepal],i Taluk

is one of the severely drought hit areas of Kolar District

the tatter covered by the Drought Prone Area Program (DPAP).

People suffer from accute drinking water scarcity with tradit-

ional open wells arid village tanks unable to retain enough

water. The main source of water for agriculture; the major

occupation of the population is rains which are extremely

uncertain and scanty. sericulture (ODcoon production) is

confined to rich farmers who could afford wells, and,

I I I i,.4 - ~.—•. a~.4 eta tt~—ata 4..-
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have accessto other sources for irrigation and

investment.

The main crops grown include groundnut, ragi, maize

and some paddy, besides a limited amount of vegetables arid

pulses.

Wcrnen, form an important part of the work force. They

involve very actively in almost all agricultural operations

besides tending cattle, fetching water, cooking, attending

to other domestic chores, caring children and general

family management.

In this context, it would be interesting to study

how people, wto have stood the hard times at the mercy of the

elements, regard a vital facility and a person who looks it

after. During our visits, we encountered different cross

sections of the community who expressedvaried feelings

regarding the handpunp caretakers. However, every passer—by

the author talked to was able to identify the 8woman who had

received training in handpump caretaki.ng,0 arid guide her

(the author) to the caretaker, or send words that someonehas

come to visit her. This strategy of assessingpeople’s

awarenessabout the existence of a caretaker was used to

know more about their perception regarding the role of

caretakers as felt by them. This also was an occasion when,

villagers gather around and curiously watch the author, which

is quite common in rural areas. —
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our talks with these people were quite revealing.

Almost all the villagers the author talked to, irrespective

of sex, caste, economic background and to sane extent

age, expressedthe importance of handpump and its proper

maintenance. The complaint, however, was against people

in general and women in particular, who did not follow the

caretaker’s instruvtions. Many respondents s~pathisedwith

that women caretaker and cursed ignorant people. sane of
/

themeven showed the author how cess was created around

the pLinp and some other defects. When asked about what

aspects did the caretaker discuss with them, a majority

of my respondents reported to have received two important

instructions, viz.,

a. To keep the surroundi~ngsclean by not wash-
ing clothes, cattle, utensiles, etc., and

b. Not to hard hit the handle but work it smoothly
and by one person at a time.

on our further equines , many of the respondents,

could explain that dirt and impurities collected around the

pump could contaminate the water thereby leading to health

hazards and that careless handling would result in frequent

breakdown. Many of the pumps, during our visits, were not

properly maintained. When asked the people why despite their

awarenessof proper maintenance such things have occured.

everyone replied that it was bad and ‘people are careless.’

Everybody in the village use the haadpumpfor one

. purpo ~ox..oth.ex at,£o~e~time...lihile~,ow.ea...u-ta
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for all household purposes, men, it was found, use hand—

pump water for washing bullocks, feeding them with water,

and for construction purposes. However, an overwhelming maj-

ority of the villages cov~~red,women appear to be predominent

users of the facility.

During the author’s interview with the people, it was

noticed that there has been a genera). feeling that the

caretaker is expected to guard the facility physically at all

the times in a day. When asked to explain the job of a

caretaker, the following were reported:

a. She should be at the pump always;

b. she should control people from misusing it;

c. She should properly maintain the facility
and keep it clean;

d. She should educate people in proper caring
of the facility; and

e. She should contact the authorities for any
repairs and other supportive services.

Furyhet, there has been a widespread feeling that care-

takers are paid by the Government and in lieu of this it is

their duty to perform all the tasks expected of them. In fact,

in most villages, the caretakers requested the author to —

convince the people that theirs’ (caretakers’) is a purely

voluntar~’ work and that they receive no salary whatsoever.

The author did explain this to her respondents and that care-

taker i~ a person working for the welfare of the community

who anticipates wholehearted support.

—.. * — — — .— — . — — — —— .- .— — - . -.— ———~ — —.-—-———.—— -
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VI. A PROBLEMS OF CARETAKER IN DEALING WITh PP~)PI~E

The caretaker is bound to encounter a variety of

problems when any or all the following situations occur:

a. problems in communicating with people;

b. Problems in involving people;

c. problems in performance; and

d. Non—acceptability of the caretaker

by the colTirlunity.

such problems would have adverse impact on the care-

takers day—to—day functioning and reduce her job satisfaction

drastically.

It would be appropriate to mention here that the

entire program of handpui~p caretakers has not taken into

serious consideration the aspect of involving corrinunity

as an integral part of the caretaker—user—department

complex. secondly, social acceptanceof a person, that too

a woman, to guide the people for maintaining the pump

efficiently has riot been conceived and developed in the

planning componentsof th—e program. Further, if we go back

a little in the time scale, we find that ‘community’ never

figures at the time of sinking the well and installing the

pump. Thus,, the facility was more or less ‘dropped’ from

‘outside’ as a gesture of Government benebalance. This

readymade ‘gift’ is afterall a Government property, which,

people feel, everybody has the right to use it but none is

responsible to care for it. This psyche which pervades

the ~ ~sp al 1.y ~n ruizaLareaz~ie~iiaps-.has_.~.
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had considerable impact on the functioning of the caretaker

at the time of interacting with users and others. The care-

takers report that the users when told about the proper

maintenance appear to understand at the time of discussion.

However, most of theffi do not think about at the time of

using the punp. Further, many caretakers said that users do

not seem to understand the logic of use of handpumpas having

association with the health of the community. Many users

argue with the caretaker that she is neither a Doctor nor a

Health Worker but an ordinary person as good as themselves

and to desist from advising on such matters. While some

more caretakers reported that when they explain in detail

about the health hazards of unclean managementof the pump

such as contamination which would result in catching diseases,

their res~x,ndentswould lough at hae.r and refuse to believe

that such things could ever occur. However, some sould

listen to caretakers patiently. But then, as most caretakers

report, bringing them to action level is quite a task.

Most of the caretakers disclosed that they do not know

how to control the users from abusing the handpunp. AS one

said,

“If we tell them safety, they ignore and continue
to abuse the puno. If I go a step further and
physically remove clothes, vessels, etc. and try
to be terse, I will have to indulge in
a brawl which does not fetch me anything. Tell
me, why I fight with my people? Moreover, I am
alone. In the beginning my fanily m~bers
used to support me. Now, they discourage me to
fight with the users and incur their displeasure.
Now no one support me, even village leaders and
departmental officials, what should I do?”

- — - - — - - — - - -~~•~-- — — - — -- —— —. -—-——— r -
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When asked about what they perceive as reasons for

apathy and non-cooperation in the proper maintenance of

the handpumpand the entire program, the caretakers

reported the following:

a. People are generally ignorant;

b. Users are stubborn and refuse to listen to
a person who does not have any locus standi
to instruct then;

c. The syamdard of hygeine of the peáple is,
by and large, quite low and traditional as
they are, refuse to change;

d. Many of the users are jealous about care-
takers who are assigned to control people;

e. 1~sthe facility is a public property and
the caretaker does not have any formal powers,
users question her authority vehemently;

f. Rough handling is resorted to by the users to
save time and in this process, not only that
that cleanliness is forgotten but a good
anount of water i~ wasted; and

g. Generally, people think that as the pump is
a government property, correction and repair
of any clanage to it is government ‘s respon-
sibility and they should take suitable steps
in this respect. Why should we the people
take such a burden?

Thus; social non—acceptance appears to be major

bottleneck in the smooth functioning of the caretaker.

AS almost all the caretakers said, the first reaction of

people, specially users, when the former talked of hand—

pump is “Who are you? Why should we listen to you? Is the

handptznpyour personal property? It is ours as much as

- ~z-r~ $L4-I~
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it is yours and we have every right to use it as we

please. How can you cune all of a sudden and teach us about

tow to use and maintain it? This, perhaps, is a strong

indication of one of the major inadequacy of the program —

absenceof efforts to ençk~asisethe role of community

in recognising the caretaker as an important person and

prepare the community in extending all out support to

her in providing safe drinking water without interruption.

It baa to be stressed here that the caretaker cannot

function as an isolated worker but in fact a part and

parcel of the community who volunteers to undertake this

vital task. This element appears to be missing at

the planning and implementation levels vis—a—vis efforts

to integrate the community in the program. As a

result; the functionaries encounter a variety of

problems while dealing with users.

We could observe during our visit that many

handpunps were located in sites surrounded by traditional

compost pits, presenting difficulty in maintaining

the cleanliness of pump vicinity, our enquiries

revealed that these pits have been present since

generations, and it was not considered at the time of

sinking the well and installing the handpumpby the

officials, to clear the areas of debris. HOwever,

-~---------.--
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since the inception of caretakers, many of these

pits have been shifted. But in this process, huge

ditches have foLmed, as deep as 8 feet, and during rains,

storm—water and other impurities collect in these, creat-

ing problems. The caretakers of such pumps report

that they do not receive any support from people or

any official—body, pH~ including, in shifting the

mannure and filling the ditches with sand. If the fill-

ing requires a few basket full of sand, there would be no

problem, but it requires in cart—loads, who will support

us? the caretaker said. Further more, there is no

guarantee that people would maintain the surroundings after

completing this task. In all probability, we would cine

back to square one. The caretakers further reported that

they are also quite busy in agricultural operations,

domestic chores, and in earning their livelihoods.

This would take a good amount of their time and are

unable to contribute to caretaking in a big way. Arid

whatever time they spends in this task of caretaking

does not workout to be fruitful but result in

unpleasant tiffs with users, they said with dismay.

Another important aspect to be dealt here is that

the caretaker’s jobs does not entail any financial

_..i4..._t_.~_ ~ -~. ~ ~ - — —
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r~uneration or compensation at times when she spendson

the repairs and maintenance. Most of these women are agri-

cultural labourers who are busy for most part of the day to

earn a living. However, there has been a widespread rumour

that they would be eventually absorbed in the department and

would receive regular salary. This has created a good amount

of expectation anong the caretakers. However, this also has

created an impression anong people that as caretakers are being

paid, it i~ their (caretakers’) sole responsibility to care

the handptznpand that people need riot worry about involving

in this task. In this context it would be appropriate to

understand the limitations of the caretakers vis—a—vis follow-

ing factors:

a. The nature and conditions of
work of caretakingj’

b. The task of educating people
about haridpump maintenance;

and

c. Attempting to involve people
in the process and get support
from them.

- I ~ I -- • r~’—~— .- - —-— - — -_ — __ ~
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VI B SOME ‘SECi~TS OF 5~JCC~

During our visits, we could make an observation of the

working conditions of the handpwnpsand find out the social

reasons for good as well as bad maintenanceof the facility.

~4hile some pumps were e~ellently maintained, some were not

at all looked after well. The following attributes were

found to be very influential in better management of the pump.

a) A powerful caretaker who wields considerable
influence in the corriminity by virtue of her

economic and political background.

Ia) Majority of the people are aware of the

importance of tiandpump end extend cooperation

and support to tne caretaker.

ci The village is small with more or Less homo—

genous social and cultural. characteristics

such as mono—caste villages or tribal settle-

ments. 1n fact. har~pumpsin Laambani Tandas

were very well kept.

ci) Caretakers are personally very much interested

and involved regularly in tne maintenance.

e) Handpwnps are located slightly away from the

centre of the village. compared to those in

the midst of the village ~Aiich is congested

and without adequate sanitary facilities.

f) Import~.ant village leaders and elders take

keen interest in supporting the caretaker

and her job.
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g) Location of the site of handpumpis in an

elevated area and the settlement is located
in relatively lower ].~vel. therebj avoiding

collection of cess and other refuse around

the facility.

VI C THE CAR~TAKINGA~DTHE ~ QUESTION

Time and again, issues are raised regarding the

suitability and capability of women workers in discharging

key roles in the economy as a whole. More often than not

the general impression is to the disadvantage of women

notwithstanding a recent realisation that women ~ an

important force to reckon with and should be integrated

into the mainstream of development not only as a “benficiary”

but also as a group who could take important decisions and

work as efficient managers. A~a result of this disadvantage.

women are generally pushed into low—paid, unskilled and un—

organised sectors of the economy, thereby deprived of voicing

their opinions and assert their rights. The societal view

too, as everywhere, is biased to the advantage of men and

consequently men take on the roles of managing, various

day—to—day affairs with women assisting tham and not as8umjng

these responsibilities independently. In this light, efforts

were made in our study to find out the nature and extent to

which the caretakers encounter problems in lieu of their being

women. E~order to assess this, we had detailed discussions

with the - caretakers as well as tne ~o~iinunity members to assess

the following ;,
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a) Caretakers’ and community’s view of the suit-

ability of women as caretaker vis—a—vis men in

that role.

b) Problems faced by women caretakers as women

workers in the existing social milieu.

It is interesting to note that every one of the care-

takers interviewed in our study gave the opinion that only

women are suitable to work as handpumpcaretaker. When

probed as to wny they felt so, they gave a variety of reasons

as presented in the following table.

Reasons No• of care— Percentage to
takers res— total
pond.tng

1. (omen are the major users
of the pump and only women
caretakers could interact
with them. 4~2 35.6

2. ~ do not have enough
patience to educate women
users in the use of the
facility. 27 22.9

3 • Men never use nandpwnp
end are always mobile and
do not stay in the village
constantly. 13 11.0

4. ~(omen are good communicators 20 16,9

5 • M~ cannot handle women 16 13• 6

Total 118 100.0

The above table is self—e~çlanatory. The responses, while

reinforcing the suitability of women in caretakirig the h~dpwnp,

also make an indirect comment on the roles, of men defined by
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the social set up. A~many caretakers held, after all, it is

not the responsibility of men to fetch water and involve in

domestic chores. Thus, they cannot understand women’s vital

role of supplying drinking water to the family, despite know-

ing well, that water is a pre-requisite for survival. In

this situation how can they take up the resp~nsibility of

caretaking effectively? they querried. Further, interaction

between women — caretakers and users — despite frequent

confrontations, is generally acceptedin the village community

and normally do not reach aLarming proportions. But such

instances betweenmen and women could be serious and result

in fights and skirmishes reaching to higher levels.

The table above also reveals that men are more mobile and

that women constantly stay in the village and use the pump

as a daily chore, and hence are more suitable for the job

of caretaking. As a caretaker said forcefully —

“Our men~ Do you know in what state they are?

They do not even care their families and you

expect them to take care of the pump~ You can

never think of it.”

1nterestiagly, some caretakers (16.9%) had the opinion

that women are good communicators. They said that. being

women, a “communication network” is already existing which

is used for various activities in the daily routine. They

do not find aiy need to establish a new arrangement for

explaining about handpurnpuse and maintenance unlike in a

~r’-,.__. _—_---.._.._ ~ ~ ~ .g,_r.4~ —
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situation wherein men have to break into the domain of womer~

and face the resultant problems.

AJ.1 the 118 caretakers interviewed said that they do

not have any specific problems in view of their sex regard-

ing the task of caring the bandpump. By and large, they

could convince men users who reportedly are more cooperative

than women users. Men users generally draw water from the

pump to feed bullocks. and bathe them. Moreover, men do

not frequent the handpwnp as often as women. In fact, a

caretaker said that men could support the programme by

educating their wives and other users in the family. But

by and large, they do not, as they feel it very inimportant.

VI D COMM~JNITYA’L~ITUD~TO~.RD$THE SUITABIIAITI OF WOM~J
CAa~TAL~RS

As mentioned elsehwere, the social values and norms

attached to women and work is based on the traditional

dJ.vi~ion of labour based on sex. In other words, the suit-

ability of women’s work is governed by the traditional social

demandsand reflect the status of women in general irrespect-

ive of their capacity to take those roles. In the Last sect-

ion an attempt is made to present the caretakers’ view of

the suitability of women in this job. Now we turn to the

version of community as expressedby people and users we

contacted. The findings are revealing enough. Our talks

with young and. literate men revealed that women are not

suited to maintain tne handpwnp. The rea~sonsputforth were,
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in the first place, women are not technically q~alified to

handle macnines and tools, for example, a spanner. secondly,

men can take these roles efficiently as by and large they

are literates and have natural inclination to mePhanical

work. However, during the course of discussion, when they

realised that careta)c..tng involves very less technical work

and the major thrust of the programme is on the cleanliness

and proper use, they agreed that women could take these

tasks well U) At this j.incture certain inferences could be

drawn.

a) There is a tendency that women are ~Lucapable

of taking technical jobs and sucn areas are

men’s domain.

b) There is txie general belief that cleaning work

and similar tasks are considered menial and

below the prestige of men.

In fact, some male respondents ‘were ready to take up

only the technical part of the jo~ and let women confine

themselves to other respons.ibilities. In this context, it

is necessary for the programme implementing agency to take

co4gnizance of the attitudinal aspects influencing men—

women relationships in a rural set—up. Currently there is a

strong tendency among people in general to relegate women

to unskilled, less important sectors. In th.t3 Light, the

q~estionof suitability of women as caretakers was thrown

open to the congregation of people, by the author. We

I •—~•. I.
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could observe two distinct groups putting forth their views

in an open but very friendly dialogue. It was interesting,

even amusing, to observe r..nis tet~-e—te~. As a woman

aroused laughingly —

“ge women know how men can do this job (of

caretaking). ~ou do riot clean your own house,

clothes, dishes, and you claim cleaning the

handpumpt Ultimately you turn to us and issue

orders. We do the actual work and you ~et the

name~Il

Another added —

N~4~spendall their times in smoking beedi.

going to town to watch movies, and frolic

around. If they are given this job that will

be the end of handpump~”

However, while men generally felt that women are quite

suitable for this job, they also~ said that they could take

on this provided they are paid and absorbed in the department

as regular employees with other benefits enjoyed by a govern-

ment employee. ‘~ majority of men and women we talked to felt

that women are the best choice as their relationship with the

handpuznpis that of survival of the family rather than a job.
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VII. JOB S TISFACTION OF THE CARETA1~RS

The caretaking of handpwnp. as mentioned elsewhere,

does not entail monetary remunerations but is a voluntary

~ work. However, every caretaker naturally expects some

returns from her job either material or non—material and

realisatiori of such expectations would indicate the level

of job satisfaction. Thus, in this perspective satisfact-

ion with the caretakers’ duties is experienced by the value

attached to the job by the incumbent. Our talks with the

caretakers in this regard revealed that their job is quite

important and thereby contribute to the welfare of the

community. In our visits, we could observe that by and

large, caretakers have very well understood the significance

of safe water and the important part played by the tiandpump

in providing it. However, a corresponding awarenessin this

respect among the people acid users appears to be utterly.,

lacking.

While almost all the caretakers reported that their

job is very essential, many of them expressed their dissatis—

faction due to absence of any financial remuneration for the

work they undertake. However, they also reported that they

are not bent upon receiving such a remuneration in a vociferous

manner.

Further, most of the caretakers replied in affirmative

to our question whether they find it difficult to perform well

I,.____-_ ~ - -.-- —-~~~ .I~4a... .. . ~_. , -
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as caretakers, and added that it is difficult to convince

people who are indifferent and ignorant. ~ut on our further

enquiry as to whether they have plans of discontinuing from

this responsibility due to the problems mentioned, 90 per cent

of the caretakers reported that they do not have such plans

but are happy to continue as caretakers inspite of the diffi—

cult.tes faced. They further added that the situation is

very slowly improving becauseof their repeated advice and

contact with the users as well as constant watch on the pumps.

However, all the caretakers expressedthe need for some

authorisation of tneir jobs in an official mode for elicit-

ing support from users. In other words, the need for rcog—

nit.ton of caretaker by the users was emphasised.
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